Keep up to date at

www.canberradistrictducaticlub.org.au

- Monday 14th of June, General Meeting
at the Harmony German Club

I have been informed that the President
has “lost” his report, so in its place I just
want to remind you to stay safe when
riding. After the tragic loss of one of the
Moto3 riders last month it serves as an
important reminder to stay alert and safe
when riding. Ride in Paradise Jason
Dupasquier.
Sarge has asked me to pop in a small
report he’s drafted up which will be
appearing later in this newsletter.

PO BOX 1282 CANBERRA CITY ACT 2601
www.canberradistrictducaticlub.org.au

Introducing the FIRST

15, 16 & 17 October 2021
Woods Reserve – off Corin Dam Road ACT
Catered from Sat 16th Lunch by the infamous CDDC Latte
Sipping Catering Division & Starring Chef Taso
Firewood on site
Real Dunnies
No Pets – this is a state forest.
BYO Alcohol
$25
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<< VP Dribble #6 >>
NEWS FLASH
VP turns 60
Yes, as many of you know I had my 60th birthday party last Saturday night and as I write this I
am feasting on left over pork and gravy from the evening which seems to have been a recurring
theme all week. What’s for dinner, lunch, breakfast; and the answer comes back - left overs.
But who minds eating them as the food was all prepared by the legendary man himself Taso!
Left overs become gourmet and no complaints. So thank you Taso for the fantastic food; and
while I am on it, thanks to Gaye for the great decorations and Rod for his assistance putting
them up and thanks to Joey for the spectacular cake that she arranged and of course J9 for
just being herself and doing whatever needed doing; and last but not least, all of the guests
that came along to help me celebrate.
We also had a donation bucket to raise funds for Rise Above, Capital Region Cancer Relief,
in lieu of presents and I am proud to announce that I made a donation on Friday morning of
$1,000.00; so thanks to all who donated and helped. This event was also a chance to christen
the new shed and even though we still don’t have power down there, I think we compensated
very well and thanks to my mum and Jeff Riddle no one went cold and the shed turned out to
be a great venue.
In the immortal words of The Great Monty Python: “and now for something completely
different!”
Unless you live under a rock you will now know that there will be another Australian racing in
Moto GP next year. Remy Gardner has signed a deal to race the impressive KTM MGP bike
next season. Now I know you may disagree, but I am no expert, but this will be the first time
that the son of a world champion has joined the ranks of the top tier since Kenny Roberts
Senior and Junior did it some years back and Kenny Junior went on to win the crown so here’s
hoping that the trend continues and Remy goes on to great things. Now again; I am not
positive, but it could also be the first Australian father and son pairing to compete at the elite
level. Well I would like to own the movie rights to that one, anyway well done Remy and good
luck.
Breaking news - Canberra now has an AMX Super Store and while not exclusively stocking
road bike stuff, they do offer some goodies and an alternative shopping venue for those that
think they need the options. They are located in Fyshwick in Iron Knob Street next to Repco
and Supercheap so you could blow some serious cash on a Saturday morning on that little
strip?
Anyway, that is it from me for now.
Ciao, and remember Ducati on Dudes and Dudettes!
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Plan for the trip is below:
Day 1 | 4th Nov.
486km
Canberra
Khancoban
Mitta Mitta
Omeo

SOUTH AUSTRALIA
Day 5 | 8th Nov.
Short Ride
DOCSA Meeting
RETURN TO
CANBERRA
Day 8 | 11th Nov.
477km
Wistow / Mt Barker
Narracoorte
Hamilton

Day 2 | 5th Nov.
515km
Omeo
Yarram
Fish Creek
Inverloch
Sorrento

Day 3 | 6th Nov.
454km
Sorrento Ferry
Queenscliff
Lorne
Apollo Bay
Port Campbell
Nelson

Day 4 | 7th Nov.
473km
Nelson
Beachport
Robe
Strathalbyn
Wistow / Mt Barker

Day 6 | 9th Nov.
Rest Day
Possible bus tour of wineries

Day 7 | 10th Nov.
Ride

Day 9 | 12th Nov.
412km
Hamilton
Halls Gap
Lansborough
Castlemaine
Eucha

Day 11 | 14th Nov.
Return home with
Khancoban ride
participants

Day 10 | 13th Nov.
411km
Eucha
Yarrawonga
Corowa
Bellbridge
Walwa
Khancoban
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Here is the latest calendar of CDDC events. See list after the tables for other events. For further information,
please contact our Ride Co-Ordinator (contact details at end of Newsletter). Don’t forget, on all club rides
TUFU applies (turn up fueled up). If you turn up then realise you need fuel and are gonna duck off to get
fuel, then tell the ride coordinator.

Sun 6th

Mon 14th

Wed 16th

Sun 20th

CDDC events in June 2021
Bungendore for a Coffee
Meet at the Café Wood Works 10am for a coffee – and easy one for the first Sunday
of Winter.
CDDC Monthly Meeting 7:30pm at the Harmonie Club, Narrabundah.
Meet in the Bier Keller, no corner markers required. Head towards the back of the club
and then downstairs. Come early and have dinner and talk bikes with other club
members. You’re welcome to eat or take drinks into the Keller.
Mid-week ride to Crookwell
Meet at Coronation Park, Yass – 10 for a 10.30am start. Coronation Park is in the
middle of town where the Visitor Information Centre is located.
This is basically a rerun of an earlier ride that most people missed.
Gundaroo Pub for Lunch
Meet at The Baker @ Sutton 10 for a 10.30 start.
The aim is to get lost on some backroads (something the club is good at!) and end up
at the pub for lunch.
CDDC events in July 2021

Sun 4th

Mon 12th

Sun 18th

Tues 20th

The Loaded Dog
A run around some back roads to end up at the Loaded Dog pub, Tarago for lunch.
Meet at the Baker at Sutton, 9.30 for a 10 am start.
CDDC Monthly Meeting 7:30pm at the Harmonie Club, Narrabundah.
Meet in the Bier Keller, no corner markers required. Head towards the back of the club
and then downstairs. Come early and have dinner and talk bikes with other club
members. You’re welcome to eat or take drinks into the Keller.
Batemans Bay
Yep, I know it’s still winter – but this is a ride to somewhere warmer !
Lunch at the Boatshed. Hopefully this time of year will have less traffic on the Clyde.
Meet at Gunnadoo Bakery, Bungendore 10 for a 10.30 start.
Mid-week Ride to Temora
Ride to Temora to visit one of the following locations:
Temora Aviation Museum; Temora Rail Museum or Temora rural Museum (we can
chose on the day)
Meet at Coronation Park, Yass – 10.00 for a 10.30 start (Coronation Park is in the middle
of town near the Visitor Information Centre)

Note: The event start times & venues are subject to change – make sure you confirm latest event info on the
website @ https://canberradistrictducaticlub.org.au/ The CDDC provides funds for a support vehicle & recovery
trailer on sanctioned club rides like the Harrietville, Khancoban runs & Bevels to the Bay run each year. See other
comments re the funding of support vehicles & trailer on CDDC club rides in this newsletter.
Ride/event ideas
If you would like to lead a ride of your choice or have a suggestion for a ride, please email
ridescddc@gmail.com. Aside from these planned rides, I encourage everyone to start events via the club
website or Facebook page for casual short rides.
Weekday Ride
The situation with the Covid Virus is changing on a daily basis, however at this stage it is still within the rules and
guidelines to hold our monthly rides as long as social distancing requirements are complied with by members.
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<<. CDDC SUPPORTERS .>>
These are the businesses that support the club through donations, discounts: Belt & Bevel,
Canberra Motorcycle Centre, New Eagle Signs, St John Ambulance ACT & CanPrint.
Many thanks to them and show your appreciation by patronising these businesses.

!! IT’S YOUR RESPONSIBILITY TO KEEP YOURSELF UP-TO-DATE !!
Have you moved? Changed your email address? Changed your contact number? Remember,
if your contact details change, it’s your responsibility to advise the CDDC of your new address.
Don’t complain if you are a financial member & you are not getting notices or newsletters –
you’ll find in 101% of cases you’ve not notified of your change. Also, if you update your member
details through your DOC portal, you also need to advise membership. If you have any
problems with receiving information, please contact secretarycddc@gmail.com

<<. THE BOOK OF YEEND .>>
Hi All,
What a year 2020 has proven to be but the signs were there very early with the passing of
long standing member and mate Peter Yeend. That was quite a shock to all of us and this
isolating thing has left me with lots of time to think about this unique man and his many
“Yeendyisms or “pearls of wisdom” as he called them. It would be a waste to let those pearls
die with the man and as I mentioned at our last meeting I would like to put a little booklet
together made up of his many sayings and also some tales about him that made him so unique
and interesting. It would be about the same size as our constitution and should be carried in
all members backpacks. That would really piss him off that instead of the constitution members
carried the book of Yeendyisms all about him. To put this together I will need your assistance
to help with content, therefore if you have any stories about him or/and remember some of his
one liners please send them to me at my749r@bigpond.com the more the merrier and
remember you will be contributing to really pissing him off big time. Once published it will be
sold at a reasonable price with all proceeds returning to the club.
Hope to hear from you soon,
Taso
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Loaded Dog Rally - Tarago 14-16 May 2021
By Ken “Sarge” Purbrick
The 31st Loaded Dog Rally was a ripper this year. As
usual it was held at the Tarago showground, about
2km from the Loaded Dog Hotel Tarago. It was good
to see that the showground has had an injection of
funds recently that has seen improvements in
infrastructure including new shelters and sheds and
solar power on the hall. This year saw a new
organising body take on the rally and wow! Jordan
went out of his way to ensure it was one to remember.
With only about 80km between home and rally site
Mrs P and I mounted the Sarge Barge around 1230
and made good time getting to the pub about 1330 for
lunch. The trip was not completely trouble free, as I
was overtaking a slow moving truck we got hit by a
side wind that saw us just miss the road edge as we
got pushed sideways, not as bad as the side wind on
the run out of Jindabyne several years ago but still
enough to cause a short 5 cent/50 cent moment.
Enjoyed a good nourishing lunch and catch up with a couple of other rally goers at the pub
prior to heading into the rally site to be greeted by Jordy and his wife (+ crew) putting the final
touches on things. It was really good to see a younger group taking on the rally as they bring
a different perspective to the party. Jordan was offering a number of entry deals that included
options for all you could eat, T shirts as well as raffle ticket packages, AND DONUTS, FRESH
YUMMY DONUTS.
One joy of going on a Friday is getting
the choice of camping spots and after
a short consideration of the expected
frost and wind we chose to wuss out
and set up home at the back of the
large covered area next to the
presentation stage. Only down side I
could determine was the gravel
surface, but that is what ground sheets
are for, yeah right! Until you kneel on
a stone (according to Fran). The plus
was no frost or rain on the tent and she
packed up dry on Sunday (except
where I spilt Fran’s bourbon).
Friday night was great fun with tall stories, good friends and new friends, music and some
dancing (not me) and lots of anti-freeze enjoyed around a blazing fire, and there were a choice
of fires and groups to mix with, and of course there were DONUTS, YUMMY DONUTS……….
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Saturday dawned cold and windy as expected, however what wasn’t expected was the low
tide on the surviving anti-freeze containers which saw myself and one Knobby (on a Harley)
head for the local big smoke for resupply. Now that was an interesting run there and back with
an average lean angle of around thirty degrees required just to maintain a straight line, and for
our troubles a bloody sore neck. We really expected to get drenched with the grey clouds
scudding over and we could see rain falling around us. One of the joys of the high winds was
the clouds went over so quickly we only got a smattering over the showground.
Having successfully resupplied it was into lunch and a continuation of the previous day’s
activities with even more people to play with, there were raffles and great food and did I
mention the YUMMY DONUTS? I was having so much fun I forgot to feed Mrs Sarge, took a
bit of talking to be forgiven for that one. In explanation, she feeds me at home and I feed her
at rallies – my bad.
We had another great night and slept so well we didn’t get up until about 1000 Sunday
morning, the sun was shining and no wind, down side was breakfast was over and half the
rallyist had already headed home. With only 80km to home we were unperturbed and still
managed to score an egg and bacon roll from Jordy. After a leisurely pack up and farewell we
headed home to discover the downside of having so much fun at our age – we were shattered,
took me two days to recover, but man it was fun. Roll on the Hat Rally.
Now you may ask what this has to do with DUCATI, well Deiter was there on his Multistrada.
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Winter Ride
By Alan Cory
I haven’t been on the bike for a
while, owing not to the weather but
to a little issue with a water pump.
(You might be able to see the
sparkling new pump seal in the
attached photo).
I know I’ve missed some great rides,
including the Peter Yeend Memorial
Ride, but the best is yet to come. I’m
sure everyone was looking forward
to the single digit weather we are
now having. I know from personal
experience that club members are
snow pigs or snow bunnies or maybe powder hounds but absolutely enjoy the rare treat of
riding in snow. There’s nothing like a layer of unidentifiable slush under your tyres to give a
sideways feel, like you’re coming out of the last turn at Phillip Island at 250ks. It’s a shame so
many of the mountain roads are closed. I’m sure everyone shod with Pirelli Corsas is salivating
at the prospect of testing their skill going uphill through the snow.
The winter solstice is almost here, so it is time to explore the spiritual side of riding. There is
something mystical in a foggy morning not much above zero, heading out for a ride. The crisp
country air whipping past at high speed and seeping into the crevices. When the wind chill
factor is near -20 the actual temperature becomes almost irrelevant but you do know that you
are very much alive. You can imagine that you are riding halfway down the straight at Mugello,
you tuck in your chin, and everything else. But you are really being at one with the bike and
giving thanks to the deep wisdom of Ducati in making hot bikes as you try to hug the engine.
You feel at one with the universe and closer to Jupiter, the God of Ducati. Jupiter lived on Mt
Olympus and, being a god, would have been no stranger to the bracing, power enhancing
effects of high-altitude riding.
On a practical note, it’s a great opportunity to check that your heated grips still work, learn how
effective the thermostat is, test the limits of cold starting for both the bike and rider and for
those without heated grips, it’s a chance to find out the exact conditions that stop your brake
fingers moving.
There are only a few months left to really get out and enjoy the best time of year. So, I hope
there are lots of mountain rides organised. The CDDC is ideally placed to take advantage of
the conditions with only a few minutes ride to the snow and we’re already starting from 600m
altitude. I know club members look forward to this time every year and will make the most of it
by scheduling early morning starts. There is always coffee and the defibrillator if cold starting
is a problem.
Owing to the water pump problem, I haven’t been able to do much maintenance for a while,
so unfortunately, for the next few months, I will be washing my bike.
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Bathurst Overnight Ride Report
By Terry Riddle
Attendees - Thanks to all.
Taso – 1299 (Stoner with slicks)
Rod - 959 (no shine) Corse
Jeff (Chic) - Muttly
Terry - Muttly
Gaye - 848 (noisy) Corse
Mark – Monster 821
Craig – weird looking British 2-wheeler
Jeff (friendly non-member) – nice sounding but strange looking soulless Jap 2 wheeled
contraption
Grant & Kveta – another funny looking vehicle of Germanic origin with 4 wheels.
So, the day for me got started at around 7am in Mogo, to get away by 8’ish for the ride to
Tarago to meet the guys n gal who left from Canberra/Bungendore. I must have been too keen
because I arrived about 45 minutes early. It was a nice sunny wait as opposed to the wet fog
from the top of Clyde to just past Braidwood. Warmed up, dried out and ready to leave as they
arrived. The usual suspects got to Tarago well ahead of the last placed…. Taso, Rod, Gaye,
Chic, Jeff, Craig and last but not least was Mark the ‘Monster Man’ - eight riders for an end of
Autumn ride…. Awesome!
They all arrived a little spread out so I thought I’d take it easy to allow all to keep up on the
way to Goulburn for first fuel stop…. Yep! I know right, 1299’s don’t go far on a tank.
From there I led again till we got till the Abercombie River when a certain young lady on an
848 (noisy) decided it was time to cut loose… all good till we crested a rise mid corner and a
highway patrol with lights flashing was spotted, ha ha, we all tested our brake lights, but
someone had crashed their tin top and the officer was busy with Ambo’s etc, and didn’t really
notice us (not likely).
Onto the turn-off at Shooters Hill Road (love that name) to Oberon where we gathered and
headed off once again, this time with Taso ‘Stoner’ in the lead, which was similar to having a
noisy 848 leading only a different… errr, noise.
Oberon has become a busy country centre from the years ago when I last visited it, maybe
Sydney siders retiring to the clear high-country air? Lunch was enjoyed at a little café before
refuelling and heading off towards Jenolan caves – we didn’t get far before a road closed sign
indicated the flood damaged roads had not yet been repaired – a ‘U’ turn to Tarana was made
and a check on GPS’s and Google had us, after a short interesting goat track, on the highway
to Bathurst.
We arrived in Bathurst early enough to take a tour of the Mount Panorama Motor Racing
Museum. The exhibits are worth a fortune! Especially the cars but the bikes too. The history
of the cars and bikes are on a plaque in front of each and lots of childhood memories were
relived while reading. Recommended, and for $15, is well worth a perusal.
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We left the museum and arrived at our accommodation 3 minutes later.
Holmhurst guest house. https://www.holmhurst.com.au/blog/magnificent-bathurst-landmarkan-interesting-past-and-a-welcoming-future - this link will give you a brief history of the building
that is some 117 years old, which is similar to some of the arrivals from CDDC (me mostly).
Robyn the owner got us settled into our simple but clean rooms and from there we soon retired
to the front balcony for refreshments along with a chat about the day, where to eat and the
ride home. We decided on Dinner at - a pub not too far - was simple tasty fare enjoyed with a
beer, wine or 6. This was followed by a well contained tea and coffee (for some) drinking &
talking session back on the balcony before retiring to a soundless night’s sleep in a comfy bed.
The morning welcomed us with grey skies and wet bikes. It had rained overnight but the day
promised to be warm and sunny. Breakfast was cooked up by our hostess Robyn and was an
excellent start to the day with a buffet of fruit juice, eggs (done two ways), bacon, beans,
mushies, hash browns, toast, tea and coffee… all for $20. Nice!
Loaded up and back on the road by 9am looking for fuel, mainly for the 1299 but some others
also. Google maps was not much help and Rod’s GPS got us to a servo with no Premium so
we left hoping to find fuel on the way to Trunkey Creek, which we did. The ride to Trunkey is
open hilly sweepers that tightens a little a few k’s out of town. I’m somehow leading again and
taking it easy, so everyone’s enjoying the leisurely pace?? We regroup in Trunkey after Google
sends me looking for centre of town. The road from here to Tuena is IMO a great bit of twisty
hilly stuff that I love, and then onto Crookwell is a just as interesting a ride with something for
everyone.
I meant to turn off just after Tuena and take the Laggan Road to Crookwell but by that time we
were well separated, as I had to stop to relieve the bladder pressure from tea, juice and much
water at breakfast, I got passed by several of the usual suspects that I gave a thumbs up to
from behind a tree. We must have gotten vastly strung out by the time I got back into the
saddle and sought to catch up, not a sign of anyone, front or rear, even on the long straight
sections, I’m thinking I really needed that pee but didn’t think it took THAT long. I pressed on
and eventually passed the 1299 and 959 (no shine) and arrived at the servo to find 848 (noisy)
who had just finished her refuelling…. Say no more.
After a few minutes, Chic & Jeff arrived followed not too far behind by Craig hanging back a
bit with Mark, who was getting used to the pace. So, everyone arrived and went through the
same refuelling and screen cleaning process before we all left to grab a coffee in Gunning.
Now everyone knows what the road between Crookwell to Gunning is like and the 1299 pilot
is no exception, after we left Crookwell, I was leading again, but it wasn’t long before the pace
picked up with the passing of me by 848 (noisy) and then again by 1299 (Stoner) a few minutes
later, who took the lead and started to disappear, after saying again that he’d just sit this one
out…. I’m not sure what happened but my right wrist has a mind of its own and soon the Muttly
was nipping at the heels of Stoner. This went on for a number of k’s till the not 100% feeling
fit me decided it was too tiring. It is a great bit of road that features fast sweepers just built for
fast Italian steeds. Nice.
Coffee at Gunning was well received by all, and I bid farewell first, as I had to get myself back
to Mogo. I left with others just starting to do the same so figured that would be the last I see of
them till next time, but no, about half way to Gundaroo I was again passed by 848 (noisy)
WTF! Goodonya Gaye, I love your commitment xx. I hope all made it back home safely.
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Weekend highlights for me - great weather, great company, Bathurst accommodation and
breakfast, lack of police presence, Rod didn’t hit anyone, nobody died.
Downsides, me not knowing where we should be going, Nah, all good really.
Thanks to Craig for ensuring we all ended up at the same location, Rod for his non-violent
nature (this weekend), Jeff (Chic) n Jeff for running centre field all weekend, Mark for bringing
along his mid-sized Monster, Gaye and Taso for their belief that the Traffic Police Fairy doesn’t
exist.
We should make this an annual event ‘The Great Northern Run’ Ha ha tongue in cheek.
We could go a bit further to say Mudgee via Sofala and Hill End. Just a thought, I’d be happy
to organise 8-)
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Bungendore Coffee – 6th June
By Craig Evans
Rod – V4s
William – V4 Strudle
Leigh – Strudle
Carolyn – Kawasaki something
Craig – BMW something
A quick report for a short coffee run. Another fresh morning for a ride, but at least we’re now
in winter. To my surprise some Ducati’s do venture out safely in such conditions.
A few surprises were had for a Sunday morning. There was the question of why a BMW rider
was turning up to a Ducati ride and questions were asked how Rod kept his bike so clean. The
answer to the latter was easy – “cos it’s new!” Couldn’t get the grin off his face as we stood
admiring his new bike of 48 hours.
A nice table in full sun, along with a warm coffee made for a good chat and soon plans were
made for an impromptu ride to Goulburn. Leigh was headed to the swap meet at Wakefield
and Rod was keen for some K’s on his shiny new bike.
Soon enough Leigh had peeled off to Wakefield and the rest of us were headed into Goulburn
to refuel – and figure out what to do next. The general consensus was to continue on and in
no time at all a coffee at Bungendore had turned into a loop through Crookwell and lunch at
the Merino Café in Gunning. What else could we do on a such a nice day!
Doesn’t matter how many times or how often you do it, the Crookwell ride never disappoints.
A great piece of road to ride on a sunny Sunday.
A few pointers from the day:
– some days are just suited to not having a plan
– Ducati continue to make some nice bikes and it is hard to choose between a V4 Strudle
or a V4 panigirlie – they are both impressive in the flesh – and look pretty good out on
the road as well. I would only say, if you can, do it while you can.
– It was nice to be back out on a sports bike – even though it wasn’t the 959.
– You can ride in winter – and enjoy it.
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Marulan – 23rd May
By Craig Evans
Rod – yellow 998
Jeff – yellow 784r
Leigh – Strudle
Marilyn – BMW
Craig – Tiger
Four riders met up at Bungendore on a fresh autumn morning. The plan was to take some
back roads out to Marulan, retracing part of the track for the original Australian motorcycle
Grand Prix.
The roads themselves were not too bad, if a little bumpy at times, but it seems that the nanny
state has taken over in these parts with vigor and most of the roads are set to an 80km speed
limit. The ride circled around from Tarago through Bungonia, with a kilometer or so of the
Hume to Marulan.
Lunch was at the Meridian Café where we met Marilyn on her new BMW. The clouds had
cleared and with a table out the front in prime position and full sun, it was a nice way to enjoy
a lazy Sunday lunch.
Soon enough it was time to get back on the road. We said goodbye to Marilyn who was taking
the more direct route back to Yass. For us the ride back was to take a slightly different path,
back towards Bungonia before turning to Goulburn the back way. This way was a little more
free with limits as it wound its way through the countryside. It’s worth noting we were also back
on the GP track – almost a club track day! (but not quite) Just near Goulburn and not really
signposted, is a little layby that commemorates the original GP (see the picture) – it’s worth a
stop.
From there it was an easy run bypassing Goulburn and on to another back road that takes you
past the Woodlawn mine – a
little more interesting than
the main road.
The day ended up being a
nice small group ride on a
sunny autumn day, even if
the roads were a little
restricted. It was also nice to
be out with a few yellow
bikes – it is not often that we
have a club ride where the
yellow bikes dominated, a
throwback to years past
where YBAF stickers were
everywhere.
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The Late Late Report – Harrietville 2021
By Craig Evans
This is a much overdue and scaled down report on the club ride to Harrietville, now known as
the Peter Yeend Memorial Ride.
Support – Janine
AB – Strudle #?
Taso – Panigirlie
Leigh – Strudle
John – Real Strudle
Nigel – 1198
George – MV
Rosco - Hyper
Doug – Real Strudle
Doug’s mate – BMW
Me – Tiger Cub
The Riddle clan – duo of strudles
Rod – another wannabe strudel

Lunch Stop at the Blue Duck.

Friday
Once again the ride gods were (mostly) kind to us for the Peter Yeend Memorial ride to
Harrietville. Don’t shoot me if I don’t have all of this 100% correct – remember I’m old and
retired now, and unfortunately this all happened a while ago now.
There were about 10 or so riders facing the starter at Hume, with others meeting us on the
way and one starting off a handicap. Generally the ride doesn’t really start until we get the
mundane run to Cooma out of the way. No sooner had the ride begun when we had our first
‘casualty’, on the run to Adaminaby, Rosco’s Hyper decided it didn’t want to play anymore (it
turned out to be a dodgy battery connector and luckily Rosco was able to play again later in
the ride). Fortunately we were all being trailed by Janine and the sweep car.
We picked up George in Adaminaby and after a much needed caffeine break we were on our
way over the top to Khancoban. The road had only recently been re-opened following last
year’s bushfires and there was still much evidence of the damage they had caused, but like
other places the bush is adept at bouncing back. In spite of the surrounding damage this is
still a great piece of road – pity we don’t ride it more often.
Lunch was at Corryong – I guess we don’t like change. We made the call to go the more direct
route to Tallangatta – this was so we wouldn’t get too much of the low sun later in the day.
While this road is not as exciting as the run around the river and over Granya, it is still not a
bad ride.
The rest of the ride to Mount Beauty was pretty straight forward – for a CDDC ride at least. It
was while we were refueling at Mount Beauty that Taso caught up with us – impressive given
the head start he gave the group. The run over Towonga Gap and onto Harrietville is always
a great way to end the day – and so it was again.

Saturday
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The plan for Saturday was a run over Hotham to the Blue Duck for lunch and back over Falls
Creek – Mount Beauty. However, the weather gods were not wanting to play with us on
Saturday. Even though it wasn’t looking good, a few of us decided to go anyway. The weather
got worse the higher we got, in the end it was a challenge to just follow the tail light in front
and stay within the white lines. Unfortunately it was at the top of Hotham that Taso experienced
another faulty Ducati mirror – it always amazes me how unlucky one person can be in getting
so many dodgy mirrors!
It was a careful run down to Omeo. The weather and visibility improved the lower we got, but
the wet roads to the Blue Duck made sure you stayed alert.
Unfortunately the rain returned and for the return trip up the mountain the conditions closed in
again, except it now seemed wetter and colder. Hate to say it, but I was happy to be on the
British adventure bike, with heated this and that and a big screen.
It was wet most of the way back to Harrietville. Tawonga Gap in the wet is always interesting,
you just have to give it the respect it deserves. The weather had one last throw at myself and
Taso – who it must be said rode the whole day on what seemed like slick tires with a few
squiggles cut into the surface. We had almost dried out on the final run into Harrietville when
a massive cloud burst hit us coming down the valley – just enough to waterlog everything and
get through that ‘rain proof’ layer.
In the end it was one of those days you’re happy to get to the end of the ride, get out of wet
gear and enjoy a well-earned drink. It is certainly one of those days you remember for a long
time.
Sunday
The return leg home gives another opportunity to cover some great roads. The plan was a little
up in the air due to the still wet roads and an ambitious goal of having lunch at Wild Brumby.
It was decided we’d ride to Tallangatta for breakfast and coffee and make a call on the route
after a coffee.
Given the state of the road and time constraints we decided to forgo the chance to ride Granya
and push on direct to Corryong, Khancoban and the Alpine way – still plenty of corners to be
had.
In the end we made it to lunch without a hitch, which made it all worthwhile. From there it was
the usual boring ride home from Cooma.
Observations of the weekend. I come away with pretty much the same feeling every year –
regardless of the weather it is a great weekend away on bikes with like-minded souls, riding
great bike roads – something that Peter enjoyed many times.
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May Weekday Ride
By Grant Fuller
The May Weekday Ride was held on Thursday 20 May, with the destination for the day being
Bowning. This ride was changed to Thursday as a couple of members had asked for them to
be moved from the usual Wednesday, which they were unable to attend. I personally think
they wanted the change to Thursday because it was Pension Day. They didn’t turn up to this
ride so after the June ride we are going back to Wednesdays.
The start point was the Caltex Service Station, Lonsdale Street Braddon, with a departure time
of 10.30. Michael Phillips led the ride out of Braddon heading towards Uriarra, Mountain Creek
Road, Wee Jasper Road, Yass and then onto Bowning.
The forecast for the day was 17 degrees for Bowning and with no precipitation.
The following people and motorcycles attended the ride:
Craig Evans
Gaye McIntyre
Marilyn Starick
Steve Hopkins
Michael Phillips
Bill Campbell
Leigh Campbell
Grant Fuller
Peter Wilkinson

Triumph Tiger Cub
Ducati 848 Evo Corse
BMWR1200R
Ducati SS Darmah
500SD
Triumph Tiger
Ducati 750SS
Ducati SS Darmah
Ducati 900SS

2021
2017
1980
1983
2017
1976
1980
1993

The ride was enjoyable with very little traffic as is usual on weekdays, and the pace was very
relaxing. I got to experience for the first time the 40kph speed limit along Northbourne Avenue
in the city, designed to protect the endangered Lemmings of the ACT!
After we left Uriarra Leigh Campbell decided to stop and give the group a talk and practical
demonstration on the flow of electrons from a battery to the rest of the electrical system. It was
a nice place to stop and at this point Marylin and Steve joined us from Yass having ridden to
opposite way to meet up with us.
Leigh completed his talk and practical session and we headed off on our way to Yass. The
rest of the ride was uneventful. We had intended heading to Bowning Pub for lunch but
unfortunately, they weren’t serving lunches, so the group headed to the Café.
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Moto GP Tipping Comp
Round 5 – SHARK Grand Prix de France
Jack makes it 2 in a row!
In a race that saw half the field pick Jack to win there were a few surprises.
Mark picked the podium in the correct order gaining the maximum 9 points.
Alan and Taso picked the podium but had the order wrong so picked up 2 bonus points.
George picked 1st and 2nd Johnno 1st and 3rd Jason picked Jack to win but had the others
reversed. Doug started from pit lane which in this case wasn't much help.
So going into the Mugello round Jason leads with Julian and George close behind. further
back we have Phillip, Ross and Mark.
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Moto GP Tipping Comp
Round 6 – Gran Premio d'Italia Oakley
Only 2 tipsters didn't pick Quartararo in the mix and ultimately it was where he was picked that
made all the difference in the results.
Jason still leads with Ross, George and Julian closing.
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Thanks to Leigh for contributing a link to a website to compare all of your gear based
on safety features!. Check it out HERE.
If members would like to see how much care and attention is put into the assembly of
their new Ducati engine, watch THIS REPORT. Definitely highlights the need to do an
oil and filter change after a few hundred kilometres – Thanks for sending in Grant.
Historic Vehicles in the UK – Thanks again to Grant Fuller for submitting!
In 2020 there was a National Historic Vehicle Survey conducted in the UK, and here are some
of the results of this survey:
• There are 1,500,000 historic vehicles in the UK, and the owners of these historic
vehicles contribute £7,200,000,000 to the economy annually.
• There are approximately 700,000 enthusiasts who own these vehicles and they only
account for 0.2% of the total miles driven in in UK per year.
• There are 4,000 Businesses employing over 34,000 people, servicing, repairing, selling
parts or other industries related.
• 35% of the owners contribute to the Carbon Reduction Scheme.
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DUCATI RESOURCES IN THE ACT/QUEANBEYAN/YASS AREA
So, you own, or are thinking of owning a Ducati in the ACT/Queanbeyan/Yass area. What
resources/support can you access if you do own a Duck or you get a Duck? Set out below is
a list of the main sources of bikes, parts, servicing, advice you can call upon.

Canberra Motorcycle Centre (CMC)
http://www.canberramcc.com.au/
30 Ipswich St Fyshwick – 6175 4444
CMC is the local Ducati dealership. So, for any warranty work it’s the only resource. Obviously
they also sell parts, official Ducati clothing as well as doing servicing. My experience is Steve
in parts is really helpful.

Belt & Bevel (B&B)
http://beltandbevel.com.au/
Call 0408 223 069 to speak to Michael Fuller
B&B is the place for that hard to find part, both for new & old Dukes. B&B stocks many parts
not found anywhere else. As a special exclusive for CDDC members a 10% discount can be
accessed but you need to quote the discount code which is currently CDDC19.

Desmoharmonic
desmoharmonic@icloud.com
Fyshwick - 0408764374
Desmoharmonic as in desmodromic is a new service studio owned and operated by Peter
Giles who many of you may know as he has been specialising in Ducati service here in
Canberra since 2001 and has over 25 years’ experience with Ducati working at many different
dealerships including JHP Ducati Coventry UK. Desmoharmonic can cater for all your service
needs on all models post warranty, a tyre service is also available. He too is offering a 10%
discount on all parts to club members.
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Supporto Principale
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Secretary
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Membership
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